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Abstract
The solution casting process was used to fabricate nanocomposite samples composed of carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), 
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) and filled with varied con-
centrations of nickel oxide nanoparticles (NiO NPs). The effect of NiO nanoparticles on the structural, optical, and electrical 
properties of the pure CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS mixture was studied and discussed. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) analysis revealed that the NiO NPs are cubic in phase and range in size from 10 to 55 nm. The 
XRD analysis of the incorporated films indicated that the NiO NPs crystallinity increased at expense of the CMC/PVA/
PEDOT:PSS composites. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) examination revealed the main absorption vibrational peaks 
of CMC, PVA, PEDOT:PSS, and Ni-O, whose intensities changed randomly after filling, revealing the intermolecular inter-
action between the nanocomposite components. The UV and visible range absorption spectra showed a sharp peak around 
228 for the pure blend, which can be assigned to the π→π* transition. After being filled with NiO NPs, the nanocomposites 
produced displayed new peaks at 292 and 422 nm that steadily increased with increasing NiO NPs concentration. The opti-
cal energy gap (Eg) was computed, and it was discovered that when the NiO NPs content increased, the Eg decreased (from 
4.88 to 4.06 eV). At room temperature and over a wide frequency range, between  10− 1 and  107 Hz, the samples’ imped-
ance, AC conductivity, and dielectric qualities were examined. Increased NiO NPs content was seen to gradually enhance 
dielectric loss (up to 2255), and dielectric constant (up to 311). The AC conductivity of the filled samples is also enhanced 
and corresponds to Jonscher power law. By analysing impedance components of the  Z*, the equivalent electrical circuit for 
each sample was determined. Because of the considerable improvement in optical and electrical properties, these composite 
films could compete for usage in optoelectronic applications.
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1 Introduction

  Recent decades have seen tremendous technological 
advancements, as well as an increase in the number of 
digitized goods and services. Furthermore, “frontier tech-
nologies” like artificial intelligence (AI), robots, and nano-
technology seem to have the potential to hasten the rate of 
development. While nanotechnology has many applications, 

three of them—materials science, nanomedicine, and device 
engineering—are laying the groundwork for our future. 
Compared to their bulk counterparts, nanomaterials exhibit 
radically different mechanical, electrical, magnetic, ther-
mal, and optical properties, which have attracted consider-
able attention. Transition metal oxides, such as nickel oxide 
(NiO) nanoparticles, have recently received a lot of attention 
from researchers due to their low cost, stability, and opto-
electronic characteristics. NiO is used in electrochemical 
capacitors, batteries, gas sensors, magnetic materials, and 
catalysis [1].

Utilizing NiO NPs’ advantages through composites 
made of polymers and/or polymer blends is one of the more 
alluring short-term strategies. Carboxymethylcellulose 
(CMC), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and poly(3,4-ethylene-
dioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) are 
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interesting polymers that can be used significantly in the 
industry due to their good electrical, optical and mechani-
cal properties. CMC is one of the cellulose derivatives and 
water-soluble anionic which forms good films and gels at 
high temperatures [2]. Its structure is composed of hydroxyl 
(OH) and carboxylate (COO) groups that promote interac-
tions between the various fillers in the polymeric system [3]. 
Among CMC’s unique characteristics are its transparency, 
high viscosity, biocompatibility, and biodegradability [4]. It 
is used in a variety of applications, such as paper manufac-
turing, textile printing, and medication delivery [5].

PVA is a polar semi-crystalline polymer containing OH 
groups that can cooperate by hydrogen bonding with various 
fillers in the polymeric systems. PVA has strong dielectric 
properties, excellent charge storage capacity, and filling-
dependent electric, dielectric, and optical characteristics. 
This has made the PVA an option for the electronics and 
optoelectronics industries [6, 7]. PEDOT:PSS is a conduc-
tive biocompatibility polymer with proper transparency and 
excessive thermal stability, making it successful in electro-
static coatings, flexible electronics, bioelectronics, and tissue 
engineering [8].

Recent research has employed the solution casting 
approach to make lightweight, elastic polymer nanocom-
posites comprising CMC, PVA, PEDOT:PSS, and NiO NPs 
with improved electrical characteristics for use in electron-
ics. In this work, a CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS mixture has 
been employed as a host polymeric matrix, and NiO NPs 
have been used as conducting fillers. In a comprehensive 
investigation of the structural, optical, and electrical charac-
teristics of this system, many techniques and processes are 
presented. This research is of crucial academic importance 
as it helps us understand the fundamental nanoscale mecha-
nisms that enhance the functional properties of composites.

2  Experimental Section

2.1  Materials

NiO NPs (particle size < 50 nm, 99.8% trace metal basis), 
PVA (Mw 31,000–50,000  g/mol, 98–99% hydrolyzed), 
CMC (Mw 250,000 g/mol), and PEDOT:PSS (1.3 wt % dis-
persion in  H2O, conductivity 1 S/cm), were all purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich. All materials used in this experiment 
were used as supplied without any further purification.

2.2  Preparation of CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS/NiO NPs

1 g CMC and 2 g PVA were dissolved separately in 100 ml 
deionized water at 75 °C and 90 oC respectively, and then 
blended and stirred (500 rpm) for 3 h after being completely 

dissolved. Following that, 20 ml of the dissolved CMC/PVA 
and 0.6 ml of PEDOT:PSS were mixed in five equal parts 
and stirred for 1 h. Then, 0, 0.002, 0.004, 0.006, and 0.008 g 
of NiO NPs dispersed in 1 ml deionized water were incorpo-
rated into mixtures and stirred for an additional 1 h. Finally, 
the mixed solutions were poured into plastic Petri dishes 
(Diameter = 55 mm) and dried at 50 oC. The prepared films 
were labeled S0, S1, S2, S3, and S4 based on the amount of 
NiO NPs incorporated gradually. To avoid any trace mois-
ture, the dried films were placed in a desiccator loaded with 
silica gel desiccants for further drying.

2.3  Characterizations

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR 430-JASCO, Japan) spec-
trometer data were taken in the 400–4000  cm−1 range. X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) patterns of the samples were obtained by 
DIANO company USA with CuK radiation at the Bragg 
angle 2 =  5o to  70o. Optical absorption of the nanocompos-
ite films was tested using UV–visible spectrophotometer 
(JASCO V-630-Japan). Transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM, JEOL/ JEM/1011, Japan) was used to examine the 
size of NiO NPs. Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (Novo 
control Turnkey Concept 40 System) was used to measure 
the impedance and dielectric properties of the films at room 
temperature (303 K).

3  Results and Discussion

3.1  XRD and TEM Analysis

Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of powdered NiO NPs, 
and both pure and filled CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS blend with 
NiO NPs. The figure demonstrated that, in accordance with 
JCPDS chart No. 47-1049, the XRD of NiO NPs revealed 
distinct peaks at 2θ = 37.2, 43.3, and 62.9 that were attrib-
uted to planes (111), (200), and (220), respectively. This 
verifies the creation of the cubic phase of NiO NPs [9, 10]. 
The NiO nanoparticles’ sharp peaks reveal their great crys-
tallinity, and the absence of any additional peaks demon-
strates the sample’s high purity and absence of impurities 
[11]. The Scherrer equation is used to compute the NiO 
nanoparticles’ mean crystallite size [12], which is found to 
be 21 nm. Figure 2a, b show the TEM image and a histo-
gram distribution plot for NiO NPs dispersed in deionized 
water, which supports the XRD findings that the particles 
are crystalline, approximately spherical, with a non-uniform 
dispersion and a mean crystallite size ~ 27 nm.

For the pure CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS mixture, the large 
broad peak at 2θ ≈ 19.7° can be assigned to the semi-crystal-
line nature of the PVA [13, 14] and the crystalline cellulose 
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structure of the CMC [15]. The XRD shows that the peak 
at 2θ ≈ 19.7° has further decreased and that the crystallin-
ity of the nanoparticles grew at the expense of the CMC/
PVA/PEDOT:PSS mixture matrix. This enhancement in the 
blend’s amorphous nature is indicative of high ionic diffu-
sivity, which can result in enhanced ionic conductivity [4].

3.2  FTIR Analysis

Figure 3 shows the FTIR spectra for CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS 
composite filled with different NiO NPs content. The func-
tional groups produced in the prepared samples manifested 

in the spectra as distinctive bands of bending and stretching 
vibrations.

The spectra of the pure blend show the characteristic 
absorption bands of PVA at 1373, 1256, and 863  cm−1 as 
a result of CH2 bending vibration, 2907  cm−1 due to  CH2 
symmetrical stretching, and 1086  cm− 1 due to CO stretching 
[16–19]. The CMC characteristic peaks were also observed 
at 1603   cm−1 due to asymmetric COO stretching, and 
1419  cm−1 due to  CH2 scissoring [17]. Furthermore, the 
PEDOT:PSS has bands at 1656  cm−1 due to C=C stretch-
ing and 3307  cm−1 due to OH stretching [20]. Table 1 lists 
additional band designations for the FTIR spectra of the 
synthesized samples. After being filled with NiO NPs, the 
majority of these absorptions became less intense. Moreo-
ver, a new peak, characterized as Ni–O vibrational modes 
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Fig. 1  XRD patterns of NiO NPs, and CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS com-
posites filled with different NiO NPs.
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Fig. 2  a TEM image and b a histogram distribution plot for NiO NPs.
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Fig. 3  FTIR spectra of CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS composites filled 
with different NiO NPs.
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[21], appeared at 420  cm−1 after filling and increased with 
increasing NiO NPs concentration. These results confirmed 
the interaction of the mixed CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS com-
posite with the NiO NPs. The effect of NiO NPs on some 
characteristic FTIR bands can be used to determine how the 
filling changed the structural composition of the interpoly-
mer matrix. It should also be noted that the double bond 
segments in the current structure are considered favorable 
sites for polarons and/or bipolarons, which could serve as 
charge carriers hopping sites [22].

3.3  UV‑ visible Absorbance

Figure 4 shows the UV/Vis. absorption of pure NiO NPs, 
pure CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS composite, and the CMC/
PVA/PEDOT:PSS composite filled with different concen-
trations of NiO NPs. Pure NiO NPs showed a sharp peak at 
240 nm and a broad peak in the visible region (inset Fig. 4). 
The pure mixture shows a sharp peak around 228 which can 
be assigned to the π→π* transition [23] due to the presence 
of C=C and/or C=O in the structure of the blend [24]. The 
prepared nanocomposites show new peaks at 292 and 422 nm, 
which gradually increase with increasing NiO NPs content. 
The appearance of such peaks and their displacement after 
filling are related to the interaction and complexation between 
the NiO NPs and the polymeric mixture, which could affect 
the optical band gaps of the composites.

The optical band gap for the CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS and 
CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS/NiO nanocomposite samples can be 
calculated via Tuac’s Eqs. [25–27].

(1)α =
A(hυ − Eg)

r

hυ

Where Eg is the optical energy gap value between the con-
duction and valence bands, α is the absorption coefficient, 
A is a constant based on the probability of an electronic 
transition, hυ is the incident photon energy, and the power 
r defines the type of transition process that occurs in the 
k-space.

By plotting the relation between the (αhυ)1/2 as a func-
tion of photon energy (Fig. 5), the optical indirect band gap 
energy values [25, 28] were derived and listed in Table 2. 
After filling with NiO NPs, the calculated optical band gap 
for the pure blend, which was 4.88 eV, was found to be 
lowered. This effect can be attributed to NiO NPs’ capabil-
ity to modify the electronic structure by producing vary-
ing polaronic and defect levels that rise with the density of 

Table 1  Bands assignment 
for the FTIR spectra of the 
synthesized samples

Wavenumber 
 (cm−1)

Bands assignment Sources References

3307 OH stretching PVA + CMC + PEDOT:PSS [17], [4], [20]
2940 CH2 asymmetric stretching PVA + CMC [17, 20], [4]
2907 CH2 symmetrical stretching PVA [18]
1721 C=O stretching PVA [20]
1656 RC=C stretching PVA + PEDOT:PSS [19], [20]
1603 Asymmetric COO stretching CMC [17]
1419 CH2 scissoring CMC [16, 17]
1373 CH2 bending PVA [18]
1321 OH bending CMC + PVA [17], [18]
1256 CH2 bending PVA [16]
1086 CO stretching PVA [17]
836 CH2 bending PVA [19]
420 Ni–O vibration NiO NPs [21]
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localized states N(E) [29, 30]. This increase in localized 
states may also reflect the decrease in the crystallinity degree 
in the filled samples [24].

3.4  Conductivity Analysis

A key physical property of polymeric materials is their AC 
conductivity and dielectric constant, which facilitates the 
use of synthetic polymers in electrical applications such as 
contact switches and transistors. The AC conductivity σac of 
the nanocomposite samples is calculated using the following 
relation [31, 32]:

 where tanδ is the dissipation factor, f is the applied signal 
frequency, εo and ε′ are the free-space and material dielectric 
constants.

Figure 6 shows the AC conductivity of CMC/PVA/
PEDOT:PSS composite filled with varied concentrations 
of NiO NPs as a function of frequency at room tempera-
ture. As shown in the figure the conductivity increases 
gradually with increasing the NiO NPs content, where the 
distributed NiO NPs in the blend matrix has increased the 

(2)�ac = 2�f ���o tan�

number of conductive pathways. The conductivity of such 
composites is known to be influenced by the dispersion, 
size, shape, and type of the filler components [33–35]. By 
decreasing the energy barrier and allowing ion mobility, 
the polymer composite’s improved amorphousness may 
also be responsible for the conductivity enhancement [36].

The figure also shows how frequency-dependent electri-
cal conductivity increased for all samples. The conductiv-
ity at the low-frequency region is nearly constant, whereas 
the high-frequency range exhibits frequency dependence 
and conforms to the Jonscher power law [20, 36]:

where s is a temperature and frequency-dependent exponent 
with a value of 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, ω = 2πf is the angular frequency, 
σdc is the DC conductivity (i.e., frequency independent at 
ω ≅ 0), and A is a temperature-dependent component that 
influences the degree of polarizability. This is a normal way 
for many materials to respond, according to Jonscher, and 
is known as the “universal dynamic response” (UDR) [36]. 
That the bulk conductivity of the samples, which occurs 
from charge carriers being shifted, is linked to the low-fre-
quency range and is coupled with the DC conductivity σdc 
[33]. In the high applied field frequency range, charge car-
riers travel more freely than at low frequencies, and so their 
conductivity increases linearly with the frequency [37]. Fur-
thermore, the loss factor predominates at higher frequencies, 
leading to a rise in conductivity up to comparably greater 
values for higher frequency ranges [38]. A lot of polymeric 
nanocomposites have shown a similar tendency [36, 39].

(3)�ac(�) = �dc + A�s

Fig. 5  (ahu)1/2 versus hu of PVA/CMC/PEDOT: PSS with varying 
contents of NiO NPs.

Table 2  The indirect energy 
bandgap for PVA/CMC/
PEDOT: PSS with varying 
contents of NiO NPs.

Films Eg (eV)

  S0 4.88
  S1 4.54
  S2 4.43
  S3 4.31
  S4 4.06

Fig. 6  AC conductivity of the prepared samples as a function of fre-
quency at room temperature
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3.5  Impedance Studies (Z*)

Impedance spectroscopy is a very efficient and widely used 
technique to study the electrical properties of electrolytes 
and their interface with electrically conductive electrodes. 
The structure of the impedance spectrum provides informa-
tion about the electrodes’ polarization and the type of charge 
carriers [40]. The complex impedance of the studied films 
can be analyzed from [41, 42]:

 where Z′ and Z″ are the complex impedance real part and 
imaginary parts.

Figure 7 shows the Nyquist plots (Z′′ vs. Z′) for the ana-
lyzed system as well as the related equivalent circuit. It has 
been revealed that the Nyquist curves consist of an angled 
spike at low frequency and a depressed semi-circular arc at 
high frequency. The angled spike and semicircle together 
show the usual behavior of ionic conducting materials [43]. 
The angled spike indicates that low-frequency ion move-
ment caused the formation of a double-layer capacitance 
at the electrode/electrolyte interface. The semicircle repre-
sents the parallel combination of bulk capacitance caused 
by the immobile polymer chains and bulk resistance caused 
by ions’ movement. The depressed semicircle appearance 
indicates a non-Debye type of ion relaxation process. This 
discrepancy is due to the fact that the potential wells at each 
site where ion transport occurs are not equal [44]. As the 
NiO NPs content increase, the semicircle diameter decreases 
which implies that the bulk resistance decrease.

To illustrate the correlation between electrical properties 
and microstructure, impedance data is commonly expressed 
as an equivalent circuit composed of capacitance and resist-
ance. Using EIS software, the acquired impedance data were 
fitted with an equivalent circuit. This circuit is made up of 

(4)Z∗ = Z� − iZ�� =
1

i��0�
∗

a parallel combination of fractal capacity CPE1 and bulk 
resistance Rb in series with fractal capacity CPE2, as can 
be seen in Fig. 7b. CPE is a constant phase element with 
impedance calculated from [33, 45]:

 where Q stands for the 1/|Z| numerical value at ω = 1 rad/s, 
and n is the element phase, which determines how far the 
capacitor deviates from being pure. The CPE performs as a 
pure capacitor when n = 1 and as a pure resistor when n = 0.

The curves in Fig. 7a were fitted, and the parameters for 
the equivalent circuit model were derived. Table 3 lists these 
values. The bulk capacitance values (Q1) in this table have 
values in the  10−10 F range. Furthermore, it was demon-
strated that the bulk resistance Rb decreased with increas-
ing NiO NPs content. The extremely strong concordance 
between the data and the results of the modeling demon-
strates the convenience of the chosen equivalent circuit.

3.6  Dielectric Analysis

Dielectric constant ε′ (energy storage) and the dielectric loss 
ε″ (energy loss) were made between the ranges of  10−1 and 
 107 Hz at room temperature. Figure 8a and b show log-log 

(5)ZCPE = 1∕Q(i�)n

Fig. 7  a Nyquist plots of the 
prepared nanocomposite sam-
ples, b related equivalent circuit 
elements

(a)

(b)

Table 3  Equivalent circuit fitting parameters

Sample Fitting parameters

Rb (Ω) Q1(F) n1 Q2(F) n2

S0 3.62 ×  108 2.86 ×  10−10 0.80 1.54 ×  10−8 0.50
S1 1.62 ×  108 2.68 ×  10−10 0.81 3.95 ×  10−8 0.43
S2 7.78 ×  107 4.39 ×  10−10 0.73 3.93 ×  10−8 0.39
S3 6.78 ×  107 5.32 ×  10−10 0.69 2.35 ×  10−8 0.35
S4 3.64 ×  107 6.18 ×  10−10 0.76 9.17 ×  10−8 0.36
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graphs of ε′ and ε″ versus log f for the pure CMC/PVA/
PEDOT:PSS composite and loaded with various concentra-
tions of NiO NPs. The figures show that ε′ and ε″ have large 
values at low frequencies and that their values drop with 
increasing frequency for all samples. At high frequencies, 
ε′ and ε″ become extremely small and exhibit behavior that 
is almost frequency independent.

The interfacial effects present in the majority of the sam-
ple and the electrode effects might both be responsible for 
the high values of ε′ and ε″. Additionally, it is known that 
for polar materials, the initial value of ε′ and ε″ is large, but 
as the frequency of the field increases, the value starts to 
decline because the dipoles cannot keep up with the field 
changes [46]. The periodic reversal of the electric field at 
high frequencies happens so quickly that there is no extra 
ion diffusion in the field’s direction. The value of ε′ and 
ε″ diminishes as the polarization brought on by the charge 

buildup does [20, 47]. The decrease in ε″ with frequency is 
also related to the presence of high dislocation density in 
the sample because the presence of defects/dislocations in 
the sample reduces the motion of charge carriers across the 
sample [48].

It can be observed that for all frequency ranges, the values 
of ε′ and ε″ for the filled films are greater than those for pure 
CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS composite and rise with increas-
ing filling content. Due to the polarization of the polymer/
filler interfaces, the rise in ε′ and ε″ with increased NiO NPs 
concentration may be explained by an increase in the accu-
mulated charge. The charge quantity receives an additional 
boost from polarization. Therefore, the dielectric constant of 
the NiO NPs-filled polymer will be greater than the dielec-
tric constant of the pure blend.

4  Conclusion

The solution casting approach was used to fabricate nano-
composite films comprised of a CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS 
composite filled with various concentrations of NiO NPs. 
According to XRD analyses of the filled samples, the crys-
tallinity of the NiO NPs increased at the expense of the 
CMC/PVA/PEDOT:PSS composite films after filling. The 
semi-crystalline nature of the examined nanocomposite films 
was also demonstrated. FTIR, XRD, and UV/visible analy-
sis revealed the complexity and intermolecular interaction 
between the pure blend and NiO NPs. The assigned double 
bond in the FTIR spectra indicated the presence of polarons 
and/or bipolarons in the polymer matrix, which could serve 
as charge carriers hopping sites. The UV and visible spec-
tra analysis revealed that when the NiO NPs concentration 
rose, the optical energy gaps for the indirectly allowed tran-
sitions shrank. Impedance spectroscopy at room temperature 
revealed that the nanocomposite films filled with NiO NPs 
improve AC electrical conductivity, dielectric constant, and 
dielectric loss. Finding the corresponding electrical circuit 
for the samples was made possible by the analysis of imped-
ance components Z′ and Z′′. These nanocomposite films may 
compete for use in optoelectronic applications as a result of 
their improvement in optical and electrical properties.
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